
We Fit Together

Emerson Drive

Oh, I wake up at Five, and work by Six AM
She looks at me and smiles
Pulls the covers back over her head
Were like two peas in a different pod, if you know what i mean

I like my coffee black, she only drinks green tea
She likes to read a book, but id rather watch t.v
To look at her you'd never know, that we were meant to be

Like a lid on a jar, Like a tip on a bar
Shes like a puzzle, I'm a missing piece
That fits in the middle makes a picture complete
A lock and a key, or a boat and a breeze
Like some jelly in the center of a doughnut just tastes better
We Fit Together

And everybody knows, that love just don't make sense
and the way carry on, makes people scratch their heads
But that's okay its how we roll, its just the way it is

Like a lid on a jar, Like a tip on a bar
Shes like a puzzle I'm a missing piece
That fits in the middle, makes a picture complete
A lock and a key, or a boat and a breeze
Like some jelly in the center of a doughnut just tastes better
We Fit Together

There ain't no tearing us apart, We Fit Together
Like the air in my tire, or the beat of my heart

Like a lid on jar, Like a tip on a bar
Shes like a puzzle I'm a missing piece
That fits in the middle, makes a picture complete
A lock and a key, or a boat and a breeze
Like some jelly in the center of a doughnut just tastes better
We Fit Together

whoa whoa yeah We Fit Together
whoa Like a lid on a jar, Like a tip on a bar
We Fit Together.
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